Transmission of wireless signals using space division multiplexing in few mode fibers.
Evolution of next generation wireless networks brings challenges to efficiently transmit a large amount of data from a base station to a remote antenna unit. We investigate a space division multiplexing technique that employs few mode fibers (FMFs) to transmit 3 × 3 MIMO wireless signals, aiming to employ a common digital signal processing (DSP) unit to equalize both the fiber and wireless channel. We optimize system parameters and obtain above 28 dB and 23 dB signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) for 3 meters wireless systems with 500 m and 2 km FMF, which correspond to the transmission capacity of 578 Mb/s and 468 Mb/s using a 20 MHz bandwidth, respectively. Moreover, we analyze that the nonlinear spectrum distortion due to the combined effect of nonlinearity in the directly modulated laser and the differential mode delay in multimode fibers and validate it by simulations.